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This book demonstrates that the builders of Southeast Asia's first civilizations were black people of

Australo-Melanesian and Negrito type. This book does for Southeast Asian civilization what

Professor Cheikh Anta Diop did for Egyptian civilization: it demonstrates it was been built by black

people. The genius of Diop's demonstration is that he quoted the leading experts of the field to

clearly make his case, even though the experts in question would have opposed his black origins

position. The author of this book manages the same by quoting the leading experts of Southeast

Asian archaeology in books and peer reviewed articles to clearly make his case. Most Internet

articles that are quoted are from university and museum websites and sourced from the top

professors and PhDs in the field of Southeast Asian archaeology. In chapter six, the author also

explores the subject of the origins of the Austro-Asiatic languages by referencing genetics,

archaeology, and linguistics by citing Encyclopedia Britannica, the journal Evolutionary Biology, and

the work of Dr. Roger Blench. This is a very sensitive subject and it would be naive to think that

there will not be some nasty responses to this scholarly work. Whenever a book is written about the

black origins of a civilization, some people will react as if the book is advocating for the inferiority of

other races. The standard of such critique can be gauged from the complaint that the book

highlights where civilization-builders are called "black and curly haired" but does not highlight the

word "ugly". This is because the point of the book is to show the people were black and not show

that someone thought they were ugly. Worse still, the same distorter claims "Throughout [the book]

expect scholarship is ignored". This statement, from the person from the so-called Association for

the History of Language, is a lie because the leading experts in the field are cited.
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Love it.

great reseach. more volumes needed.

Good Book

This work, "Black Civilizations of Southeast Asia (Austro-Asiatic)", is truly ghastly, and deserves

only to be pulped and recycled into toilet paper. The theoretical basis of the study is the false idea

that there is unitary African black race which colonised and civilised Southeast Asia, and that this

race is recognisable in the statues, paintings, architecture etc. of the region. Throughout expect

scholarship is ignored, instead the writer prefers to offer selective and inappropriate quotes from

websites to support his case, resorting to citations from scholarly works only infrequently. The

standard of argumentation is illustrated as follows: on page 79 we are given a quote from Coedes,

translating a Chinese account of Funnan, in which the locals are described as "all ugly, black, and

frizzy haired". As if this is to persuade us that it refers to Africans. In the quote the author highlights

the words "black, and frizzy haired" as if to make his point, while leaving "ugly" un-bolded. Here we

see that even within cited material we are encouraged to take that which we favour and ignore that

which we don't like. Most astonishingly to me, the author ignores more than a century of

comparative linguistics, and in his chapter 6 cites just one source, a self published un-refereed

paper (by Roger Blench, none-the-less a dear colleague of mine), for a linguistic perspective.

Throughout we are treated to the crudest racist stereotyping, with the bulk of illustrations being

faces of nameless representatives of various ethnic groups, paraded before us very much in the

style of the war-time German magazine "Volk und Rasse".  should be ashamed of selling such

nonsense, and the publishers, identified as "Juniper Black History: New York" are clearly

incompetent.

I found the infoemation contained timely and very credible since I was drawn to it by a very horrible

and vindictive review and wanted to see if it was as horrible as stated.. Alas, all I found to be of

horrible content was the review.
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